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Chapter 4 Background Information 

4.1 Introduction of Globe Union Inc. 

4.1.1 Globe Union Inc. Background and Key Business Strategies 

Globe Union Industrial Corp. was established in 1979, headquartered in Taiwan. Globe Union 

is a leading ODM16 and OBM17 of faucets, fixtures and accessories for the kitchen and bath 

industry (Figure 4-1). Globe Union has set up 10 production sites and 12 distribution 

warehouses throughout the world (Figure 4-2). Globe Union has two major business types. In 

2006, ODM and OBM sales accounted for 56% and 44% of total sales18, respectively. ODM 

is an important business for Globe Union because it offers a steady source of revenue and 

earnings. From a marketing perspective, the ODM business could enable Globe Union to gain 

a timely understanding of end demand, changing consumer tastes and different geographic 

preferences. Globe Union obtains various ODM customers, Home Depot is the main customer 

(Figure 4-3) and for OBM business, Globe Union has several main brands in different regions, 

including Danze and Gerber in the U.S, Gobo in China, Lenz in Germany, and Prima, Apple 

Studio and K in UK. 

 

Figure 4-1: Sales Breakdown by Product Type 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Company data, April 2007 
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Figure 4-2: Globe Union Inc. Global Sites 

 

Source: Company Data, April 2007 

 

Figure 4-3: Diversified ODM Customers 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Macquarie Research, April 2007 
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Globe Union Key Business Strategies: 

1. Large economies of scale with vertically integrated production bases in China 

Globe Union is the largest faucet manufacturer in Asia. The large economies of scale and 

vertical integration have made the company efficient and cost competitive compared to major 

players in the market.19 

2.  Own several brands target on different segments and regions 

Globe Union has a growing brand portfolio consisting of both internally developed brands 

and acquired brands. The company’s strategy is to develop different brands for different 

markets for better market segmentation. For instance, Danze and Gerber are targeting North 

American market, while Lenz focuses on the European market (Figure 4-4)  

3. Strong relationships with major distributors in the market 

For its ODM business, Globe Union has strong relationships with major distributors in 

different regions such as Home Depot and Costco in the US, IKEA and B&Q in Europe 

(Figure 4-4). Globe Union is one of the major bathroom accessory suppliers for Home 

Depot’s in-house brands. 

Figure 4-4: Global Branding Strategy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Macquarie Research, April 2007 
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4.1.2 Globe Union’s Merger and Acquisition Path 

Globe Union has a growing brand portfolio consisting of both internally developed brands 

and brands acquired through M&A activities. The company strategy is to develop different 

brands targeting different markets for better market segmentation. Globe Union started with 

the development of its own brand—“GOBO” in 1993 for the domestic China market and in 

1999 “Danze”, an internal brand, was developed by Globe Union for North American 

high-end market. In 2003, the company merged a well-known American bathroom fixture 

maker—Gerber. The same year, “Milim G&G Ceramics Co., Ltd” was acquired, specialized 

in the manufacturing and marketing of vitreous china sanitary ware in China. A year later, 

Globe Union acquired a German manufacturer of bathroom hardware with the reputable brand 

“Lenz.” In 2006, Globe Union acquired Home Boutique to enter kitchen cabinet category and 

also expanded its business in China market. In 2007, Globe Union acquired a U.K company, 

PJH, which possesses several plumbing and kitchen cabinet brands. As the result, the M&A 

enabled Globe Union to not only enlarge its brand portfolio but also set foot in the total 

bathroom solutions and kitchen cabinet business in the U.S, China and Europe. The summary 

of Globe Union’s M&A path and the main acquisition backgrounds are illustrated on Figure 

4-5 and Figure 4-6. The corporate structure of Globe Union’s toward the acquired companies 

is shown on Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-5: Globe Union Merger & Acquistion Milestones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Company data 

 

Figure 4-6: Major Merger & Acquisition History Between 2003 - 2007 

 
Source: Company Data 
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Figure 4-7: Globe Union Corporate Structure 

 

Source: Macquarie Research, April 2007 

 

4.2 Introduction of Acquired Companies 

4.2.1 Gerber Background and Key Business Strategies 

Gerber Plumbing Fixtures Corp. is a prominent designer, manufacturer, and marketer of high 

quality and reliable plumbing brand and products. Gerber was founded in Chicago in 1932. 

Gerber is known throughout the plumbing products industry as a provider of high quality 

products sold through the professional trade. Gerber differentiates its markets by region, 

product line (vitreous fixtures and brass faucets and fittings), customer type (residential, 

commercial, hospitality, government and university) and by end-user (replacement / 

remodeling and new construction).20 
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Gerber has successfully established a niche in the plumbing products industry by selling its 

products exclusively through distributors to the professional trade, which places a strong 

emphasis on reliability, short lead times, customer services, and flexibility. Gerber is 

organized into two main business segments: Vitreous China and Brass Faucets and Fittings. 

To be more specific, the Vitreous China Division manufactures toilet bowls and tanks, 

lavatories, bidets and urinals. The Brass Division manufactures brass faucets, drains and 

shower fittings. Gerber sales territories include the U.S, Canada and the Caribbean Basin. 

 

Back to the time of acquiring Gerber, Michael Werner, the CEO of Globe Union North 

America Division, found out that a 70+ years-old, family-owned American vitreous china and 

brass supplier, Gerber, was suffering from financial crisis, losing profits of USD $8M every 

year and was willing to sell its shares. The second generation of Gerber was not intended to 

take over the business. Globe Union foresees Gerber’s expertise in manufacturing vitreous 

china and solid relationship in the wholesale channel. These benefits could enhance Danze to 

extend the product category and enter the U.S plumbing market, which was the main market 

that Globe Union desired to pursue. 

 

Simultaneously, the CEO of Globe Union Inc., Scott Ouyoung, assessed the negative aspects 

of Gerber. Its production cost is too high and the margin of vitreous china was diminished 

because of high level of products imported from lower cost countries by competitors; 

declining yields in the pottery plants, which has restricted the number of saleable products. If 

Globe Union could merge a Chinese vitreous china manufacturer, the overall production cost 

could be lowered and the supply model could be consistent and stable. After a detailed 

evaluations and consensus with the senior management team, Globe Union acquired Gerber in 
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2003 with USD$12 million, which is equivalent of 85% stake in Gerber and it also included 

the acquisition of USD$20 million of financial liability. At the same year, Globe Union 

acquired the eighth biggest vitreous china state-owned plant in China called Milim, with the 

acquisition value of RMB$ 120 million. 

 

Gerber Key Business Strategies 

1. Strong Reputation Backed by a 70+ year History of Innovation and Success 

Gerber's strong reputation is attributed to reliability, quality, and customer service. As a 

family-owned company, Gerber is particularly sensitive to the needs of its customer and 

end-users. In anticipating consumer needs, Gerber has developed new and innovative products. 

The innovative products, in conjunction with Gerber's strong distribution relationships, are 

responsible for Gerber's success in major markets such as Las Vegas and New York, and 

particularly in the hospitality industry where reliability and performance are important. 

Gerber’s end-users in Las Vegas include the Mirage, New York - New York, Bellagio, and 

the Luxor hotels, among others. 

 

2. Loyal Customer Base 

Over its more than 70 years of history, Gerber has developed valuable relationships with over 

1,350 distributors across the U.S21. Unlike most of Gerber's competitors who also sell to large 

retailers, Gerber relies on its exclusive relationships with wholesale plumbing distributors. 

The exclusive focus on plumbing distributors often enables Gerber to obtain business at 

favorable pricing. Additionally, the niche has provided Gerber with a constant stream of new 

opportunities. For example, Gerber brand is specified for all new bathrooms and replacement 

needs in Motel 6 and Red Roof Inn hotels.  
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3. Strong Sales and Marketing Capabilities 

Gerber has numerous relationships with distributors throughout the U.S. These valuable 

relationships have enabled Gerber to maintain a strong sales level for over 70 years. The 

company markets its vitreous china products and brass faucets and fittings through a 

nationwide network of 33 independent manufacturers' representative agencies with 

approximately 130 sales professionals covering 37 territories within the U.S. and Canada22. 

The agencies sell Gerber plumbing products on an exclusive basis and represent other 

companies in related product areas that do not directly compete with Gerber's products. 

Gerber’s products generally serve as the sales representative agency's primary product line 

and manufacturers' representative are expected to both sell and service Gerber products.  

 

4. Environmental Protected 

Gerber operations are subject to federal, state, and local environmental laws and regulations 

that limit the discharge of pollutants into the air and water, and establish standards for the 

treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste material. 

 

4.2.2 Home Boutique International Background and Key Business Strategies 

Home Boutique was established in 1980, it has 28-year operating history in the kitchen and 

cabinet and plumbing product market in Taiwan. Home Boutique had sales of nearby NT$400 

million in 2006 (JP Morgan Asia Pacific Equity Research, 2006). Home Boutique focuses on 

high-end products, and is the exclusive agent in Taiwan for many high-end international 

brands such as “Bulthaup” (kitchen cabinet) from Germany and “Kohler” (plumbing) from 

the United States. Many other international and high ends brands that Home Boutique sells 

and markets are shown on Figure 4-8. Currently, Home Boutique has three stores in Taiwan’s 
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major cities, two in Taipei, and one in Taichung. In addition to its three stores in Taiwan, 

Home Boutique has four regional agents around the island. Home Boutique sells through 

diverse sales channels including residential builders, hotel developer, interior designers, 

architects, dealers, wholesalers, and end users. 

 

Table 4- 1: Brands Home Boutique Represented 

Brands Represented - Sanitaryware23 

German leading design faucets and showers DORNBRACHT

French hand-made faucets with Lalique crystalsJCD

Italian fashionable sanitarywareSIMAS

US deluxe bathroom solutionKALLISTA 

Italian saunas and steam bathsEFFEGIBI

Italian luxurious bathroom furnitureTOSCOQUATTRO

Italian top brasswaresFANTINI

Italian avangard designFLAMINIA

Italian design sanitarywareSCARABEO

US classical sanitarywareKOHLER

German versatile faucets and showersHANDGROHE

German top-end bathroom faucets and accessoriesAXOR

German multi-function shower temples, steam baths, and whirlpoolsPHARO

Italian high-tech electronic steam bath and whirlpoolsTEUCO

Spanish top-end bathroom accessoriesCOSMIC

French bathroom solutionJACOB DELAFON

German leading design faucets and showers DORNBRACHT

French hand-made faucets with Lalique crystalsJCD

Italian fashionable sanitarywareSIMAS

US deluxe bathroom solutionKALLISTA 

Italian saunas and steam bathsEFFEGIBI

Italian luxurious bathroom furnitureTOSCOQUATTRO

Italian top brasswaresFANTINI

Italian avangard designFLAMINIA

Italian design sanitarywareSCARABEO

US classical sanitarywareKOHLER

German versatile faucets and showersHANDGROHE

German top-end bathroom faucets and accessoriesAXOR

German multi-function shower temples, steam baths, and whirlpoolsPHARO

Italian high-tech electronic steam bath and whirlpoolsTEUCO

Spanish top-end bathroom accessoriesCOSMIC

French bathroom solutionJACOB DELAFON

 

 

Brands Represented - Furniture24 

U.S home furniture used in the white HouseBAKER U.S home furniture used in the white HouseBAKER  
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Brands Represented - Kitchenware & Appliances25 

German top-end handmade kitchens ZEYKO

US-licensed self-developed brandMaxfield Parrish

Italian kitchensBONTEMPI

German top-end kitchensBULTHAUP

German built-in appliancesGAGGENAU

German largest kitchen companyALNO

German top-end handmade kitchens ZEYKO

US-licensed self-developed brandMaxfield Parrish

Italian kitchensBONTEMPI

German top-end kitchensBULTHAUP

German built-in appliancesGAGGENAU

German largest kitchen companyALNO

 

Source: Home Boutique website at http://www.homeboutiqueonline.com/tw/index.asp 

 

In 2005, one of the discussion topics for Mid-long Term Strategy Meeting is the expansion 

opportunities for inorganic growth. Along with the facilitation and consultation of McKinsey 

& Company (2005), the top management comes to the consensus that the expansion of 

kitchen cabinet in China and Europe market will be Globe Union’s mid-long term target. 

 

The analysis and studies conducted by McKinsey (2005) demonstrated that the total market 

size for kitchen cabinets in China is estimated to reach RMB $23.2 billion in 2008, see Figure 

4-8 and Figure 4-9. 

 

According to the assessment, there are some characteristics of entering kitchen cabinet in 

China. 1) this industry is in the introductory stage with high profit 2) its brand awareness is 

the key factor of success in China market 3) expo stores in major cities will also increase the 

brand exposure 4) U.S brands have not yet been introduced in China market. Bringing US or 

European brands to China market could be an option. 
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Figure 4-8: Kitchen Cabinet Size by Dollar  

RMB in Million 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Source : Gung Ho Group, http://www.tastenet.com.cn, 2003, http://channel.eastday.com 

Figure 4-9: Kitchen Cabinet Size by Unit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source : GungHo Group, http://channel.eastday.com, http://biz.icxo.com 
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The CEO of Globe Union, Scott Ouyoung, foresaw the market opportunity in China for 

luxury products, and Home Boutique’s branding and agent experience brought to his attention. 

Globe Union goal is to provide total solutions in bathroom and kitchen market. Home 

Boutique’s expertise in kitchen cabinet and well-established business relationship in China 

will make it an acquisition target. At the end of 2005, total assets of Home Boutique was 

NT$298 million (3% of Globe Union’s 2005 total assets) with total equity of NT$92 million 

(1.7% of Globe Union’s 2005 total equity). Home Boutique generated net sales of NT$388 

million with a NT$3 million loss in 200526. Shirley Szu, President of Home Boutique Int’l, 

was searching capital investors’ support to enter high-end market in China. She was 

impressed by Globe Union’s professional team and the vision of Scott OY had made her 

believes that Home Boutique could accelerate its growth along with Globe Union’s 

manufacturing capability and marketing expertise in the U.S.  

 

On September 29th, 2006 the board of Globe Union decided to acquire 80% stake in Home 

Boutique International with the objectives of expanding its product lines to kitchen cabinet 

business and increasing its exposure to China fast growing domestic consumption. On 

October 16th, 2006 Globe Union paid NT$21.63/share, equivalent of NT$155 million in cash 

for 7.2 million shares (80% of total) of Home Boutique. After acquiring these shares, Globe 

Union will participate in the rights issue and inject an additional NT$328 million in cash into 

Home Boutique in early Nov, bringing its total investment to NT$483 million27. 

 

Home Boutique Key Business Strategies 

1. Multi-brands total solution provider serving upper-middle to top-ends. 

2. Provides a complete products package for one-stop shopping, with differentiated design 
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styles, including modern, contemporary, classic, and art Decor. 

3. Expand market share by creating the sub-brand “Yi Sheh”. This sub-brand extended to 

middle-low market. 

4. Strong marketing and channel experience and relationships. 

5. Long-term dealership of well-known international plumbing and kitchen brands. 

 

4.2.3 PJH Background and Key Business Strategies 

PJH was founded in 197228 as a British leading kitchen cabinet and bathroom accessory 

distribution company in the United Kingdom along with strong design, sourcing, and 

distribution skills (Figure 4-10). PJH has a strong presence in UK, operating from 7 sites 

throughout the UK providing complete national coverage (Figure 4-11). Currently, PJH 

obtains approximately a 19% market share in the distribution segment29, selling its own brand 

of kitchen cabinet products, brand names including Apple Studio, K, and Prima, through 

roughly 2,700 independent sales points in the UK.  

 

Figure 4-10: PJH Group 2005 Revenue Breakdown by Product 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: JP Morgan Asia Pacific Equity Research, 2007 
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Figure 4-11: PJH Presence in UK 

 

Source: Macquarie Research, April 2007 

 

In addition to its kitchen cabinet business, PJH is also a key supplier to B&Q on bathroom 
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home improvement retailer in the UK with 15% of the repair, maintenance and improvement 

market share, including DIY and builder’s merchant sales. In term of manufacturing, PJH is 

totally dependent of outsourcing, mainly from European countries and China. In addition to 

DIY home improvement channels, PJH’s key customers include leading national home 
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(BDEV) (Figure 4-12). 
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As mentioned earlier, one of the main discussion topics during Globe Union mid-long term 

strategy meeting concluded the potential opportunity in European market, particularly in DIY 

channel. The European market for DIY products has a total size of USD $224 billion with the 

three largest countries - Germany, UK and France, accounting for about 50% of the total 

market size. Fully capturing the European market opportunity will require a sequential 

upgrade of Globe Union’s capacity and capabilities. Immediate critical areas include R&D 

and production, as Globe Union’s current offering is not matching European taste and both 

know-how of developing European style products and manufacturing capacity are limited.  

 

Figure 4-12: PJH Group 2006 Revenue Breakdown by Channel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: JP Morgan Asia Pacific Equity Research, 2007 
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opportunities and advantages of stepping into Europe market, PJH become an ideal target to 

acquire. In 2006, PJH generated GBP162 million (NT$10.5 billion) revenues and GBP5.8 

million (NT$379 million) pretax profit 30  (Figure 4-13). In April 2007, Globe Union 

announced its acquisition of PJH with 36.84 million British pounds or about NT$2.395 

billion31. With PJH’s well-known brand name and its outstanding marketing and management 

teams, Globe Union believed that the acquisition of the British firm will help them to expand 

presence in the European market. 

 

Figure 4-13: PJH Group Historical Revenue Growth 

 

 

Source: Asia Pacific Equity Research, April 11th 2007 

 

PJH Key Business Strategies 

1. Obtain global sourcing capabilities, suppliers from United Kingdom, Turkey, Italy, 

Germany, Thailand, China, and others. 

2. Obtain a strong customer base. In addition to its kitchen cabinet business, PJH is also a 

key supplier to B&Q on bathroom products such as ceramic sinks, toilets, faucets, and 
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showerheads. B&Q is the biggest home improvement retailers in the UK with 15% of 

repair, maintenance and improvement market share, including DIY and builder’s merchant 

sales. 

3. PJH owns strong distribution skills, operating from 7 sites throughout the UK providing 

complete national coverage. In addition, PJH provides an excellent logistic service to 

B&Q includes quality assurance, factory evaluations, packaging design, forecasting, 

purchasing and scheduling, purchasing, shipping, stock control and warehousing, packing 

and kitting.  




